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ABSTRACT 

Poorly regulated and insufficiently supervised medical devices (MDs) 
carry high risk of performance accuracy and safety deviations effecting the 
clinical accuracy and efficiency of patient diagnosis and treatments. Even with the 
increase of technological sophistication of devices, incidents involving defibrillator 
malfunction are unfortunately not rare.  

To address this, we have developed an automated system based on 
machine learning algorithms that can predict performance of defibrillators and 
possible performance failures of the device which can affect performance. To 
develop an automated system, with high accuracy, overall dataset containing 
safety and performance measurements data was acquired from periodical safety 
and performance inspections of 1221 defibrillator. These inspections were carried 
out in period 2015-2017 in private and public healthcare institutions in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina by ISO 17020 accredited laboratory. Out of overall number of 
samples, 974 of them were used during system development and 247 samples were 
used for subsequent validation of system performance. During system 
development, 5 different machine learning algorithms were used, and resulting 
systems were compared by obtained performance.  

The results of this study demonstrate that clinical engineering and health 
technology management benefit from application of machine learning in terms of 
cost optimization and medical device management. Automated systems, based on 
machine learning algorithms, can predict defibrillator performance with high 
accuracy. Systems based on Random Forest classifier with Genetic Algorithm 
feature selection yielded highest accuracy among other machine learning systems. 
Adoption of such systems will help in overcoming challenges of adapting 
maintenance and medical device supervision mechanism protocols to rapid 
technological development of these devices. Due to increased complexity of 
healthcare institution environment and increased technological complexity of 
medical devices, performing maintenance strategies in traditional manner is 
causing a lot of difficulties. 
 
The innovation in the paper is concept of applying machine learning techniques in 
medical device (defibrillator) management. System like this are first step in introducing 
machine learning methods and intelligent systems into optimization of maintenance 
management of medical devices.  
 
Keywords  Automated System, Machine learning, Medical Device, maintenance, 
management, prediction, performance, inspection, evidence-based.  
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1 Introduction 

Medical staff are nowadays more confident while performing diagnosis 
and treatment due to sophistication of Medical Devices (MDs) which allows 
them better data analysis and control over diagnosis or therapy. Despite of the 
existence of international standards, directives and regulations for medical 
devices [1-5] that regulate all aspect of life-cycle and are obligatory for the 
manufacturers, unfortunately, cases of MDs malfunction are not rare. Various 
incidents involving patient injuries and incidents with death outcomes caused by 
medical devices are reported every year by users, healthcare professional or 
manufacturers. One of the 

[6] available for the USA market, and European Database on Medical Devices 
(EUDAMED) database, for European area [7] and other national vigilance tools 
[8,9].  

The number of these incidents is alarming and suggests that medical 
device post-market surveillance, supervision mechanisms and maintenance 
strategies are not implemented efficiently to ensure patient safety and quality of 
healthcare. Despite the existence of self-test protocols that are usually built in 
the MDs software, often medical professionals cannot recognize performance 
malfunction which directly affects patient diagnosis and/or treatment. Such 
malfunctions are seen as huge deviations of MDs patient related output 
parameters. For instance, in case of blood pressure devices, if device functions 
properly but has inaccurate measurements it will result in patient taking therapy 
for either higher or lower blood pressure than actual blood pressure level, so 
inaccurate diagnosis results in inappropriate treatment. Similarly, for a 
defibrillator, this means that critically ill patient will be either treated with 
higher or lower energy level than needed which results in failed resuscitation or 
burned patients. Events like this can be efficiently prevented by adequate 
supervision mechanisms, where medical devices that are already used in 
healthcare institutions would be periodically tested for safety and performance 
characteristics. Even though, post-market surveillance is defined and introduced 
into legislation, it is practiced differently across the world [10]. For instance, in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina these safety and performance inspections are defined 
through Legal Metrology Framework for Medical Devices. [11-14] According 
to this framework, defibrillators are periodically tested by legally appointed, 
ISO 17020 accredited laboratory. All safety and performance measurements and 
defibrillator information, such as serial number, type, manufacturer, location is 
stored in developed database [15].  

Experience has showed that the power of data is in its analysis, so in this 
study, we aimed to investigate, how collected data can be used to predict device 
performance and future failures in order to optimize current medical device 
management strategies. According to Taghipour [16] annual medical device 
maintenance and management cost in healthcare institution is approximately 1% 
of the total budget. Healthcare institutions, unfortunately cut these costs so 
usage of medical devices as a consequence results in higher rate of incidents 
with serious injuries or deaths of patients. Also, they state that numerous 
optimization models for medical device maintenance have been developed, but 
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healthcare institutions still do not benefit from these method as other industries 
do. Due to increased complexity of healthcare institution environment and 
increased technological complexity of medical devices, performing maintenance 
strategies in traditional manner is causing a lot of difficulties. Traditional 
medical device management is based on software programs [17,18] that provide 
continuous updates, increase inventory accuracy, documents maintenance 
history, and data analysis/reports. By introducing machine learning into 
healthcare, in terms of medical device management strategies, presented 
challenges can be resolved since raw data can be transformed into useful 
information that improve outcomes and reduce the burden on the healthcare 
system. Machine learning algorithms can learn from experience with respect to 
some task and some performance measure. [19-21].  

The purpose of this study was to develop automated systems based on 
machine learning algorithms for prediction of performance of defibrillators 
based on data measured during periodical safety and performance inspections. 
Developed automated systems were evaluated and compared based on their 
performance. Our hypothesis was that an accurate automated system based on 
machine learning could successfully predict defibrillator performance and 
potential failures. To build such system, data from 1221 defibrillator inspections 
performed by appointed, ISO 17020 accredited laboratory in private and public 
healthcare institutions in Bosnia and Herzegovina was used.  

2 Methods  

The methodology of development of system for prediction of 
defibrillator performance is presented in Fig. 1. For such purpose, 5 different 
machine learning algorithms were used, that are: (1) Decision Tree, (2) Random 
Forest, (3) K-nearest Neighbor, (4) Support Vector Machines and (5) 
Bayes algorithm. The reason for choosing these algorithms is that they are 
general representatives of each group of classifiers, which were tested in various 
research studies [22-28]. Characteristics of these algorithms are given in text 
below.  

For development of automated system for classification of defibrillator 
performance two approaches were used. In first approach, 5 different machine 
learning algorithms was used on original dataset to develop the systems, and in 
the second approach, dataset was firstly analyzed using feature selection 
algorithms. Feature selection was done using (1) InfoGain algorithm, (2) 
Decision Tree (DT) algorithm and (3) Wrapper algorithm to determine which 
parameters in the dataset have significant impact to defibrillator performance 
status, and which parameters have less impact. In this way optimization of 
developed system in terms of number of input parameters is done.  
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the classification system  

2.1 Dataset  

For the development of system for prediction of defibrillator 
performance, a dataset of 1221 samples was used. These samples were acquired 
during annual periodical inspections (2015  2017) of defibrillators in 
healthcare institutions in Bosnia and Herzegovina according to legal metrology 
framework for medical devices. [30-37] So, this dataset stored in the developed 
database [29], consists of measurements taken from the same defibrillator three 
years in a row (2015-2016-2017), measurements taken from the same 
defibrillator two years in a row (2016-2017) and measurement taken on a single 
defibrillator once (either 2015 or 2016 or 2017). Performance measurements 
were taken by Fluke Biomedical Impulse 7000 DP [30] and electrical safety 
measurements were taken by Fluke Biomedical ESA 620 [31]. 

Each sample consists of seven groups of features that are: (1) 
defibrillator output energy measurements - result of performance inspection, (2) 
measurement that are result of safety inspection, (3) information about device 
age, (4) manufacturer, (5) type and (6) information about preventive/corrective 
maintenances and (7) inspection decision. Overall, each sample consists of 38 
features.  
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Electrical safety inspection was performed according to IEC 60601 
Medical electrical equipment [3] electrical safety standard. Measurements of 
following parameters were taken: (1) mains voltage (live to neutral, neutral to 
earth, live to earth), (2) protective earth resistance, (3) insulation resistance 
(normal condition, mains to protective earth), (4) earth leakage current (applied 
parts and normal condition, open neutral, normal condition - reversed mains, 
open neutral  reversed mains), (5) enclosure leakage current (applied parts, 
normal condition, open neutral, normal condition  reversed mains, normal 
condition  reversed mains, open earth  reversed mains), and (6) patient 
applied parts leakage current.  

During performance inspection, each defibrillator was tested in 8 
measuring points equally distributed in the working range of the device. The 
definition of those points depended on defibrillator type. For monophasic 
defibrillators they were distributed in range [2 - 360] (J), and for biphasic 
defibrillators in range [2  230] (J) or [2  270] (J). 

Inspection decision is formed based on safety and performance 
inspection. [32-39] It can be either positive (device passed inspection) or 
negative (inspection fail  faulty device) [32]. Accurate device means that 
defibrillator based on safety and performance inspection conforms to all 
technical and metrological requirements defined in national legislation, 
international standards and medical device directives/regulations. These devices 
are safe to use and probability for their failure in next period is lower. In case 
that some or multiple parameters of defibrillator has performance or safety error 
that is not in allowed limits the device is marked as faulty meaning that its 
potentially hazardous for usage on patients and should be removed from usage 
and should be subject of corrective maintenance.  

Four groups of data were made for the purpose of development of 
automated system based on machine learning techniques. The first subset was 
original dataset containing all features, and three more as a result of application 
of feature selection algorithms, Figure 1 as follows: features selected with Info 
gain, features selected with Genetic algorithm and features selected with 
Wrapper algorithm. 

 
All groups of data were then divided into training and testing subset. 

Equal representation of the ratio of positive and negative inspection outcomes 
was ensured and splitting ratio is 80-20 (%) was used. This splitting ratio is 
common for application of machine learning algorithms [40]. Training subset 
consisted of 947 samples, and testing subset consisted of 274 samples.  

2.2 Machine learning algorithms  

2.2.1. Feature selection algorithms  

To enable creating the accurate prediction model while removing 
irrelevant and redundant attributes, reducing the complexity of the model and 
increasing the model performance [40] feature selection algorithms were 
applied. Three different feature selection methods that belong to three general 
classes of feature selection algorithms [40] were applied to the whole dataset. 
Those are: (1) InfoGain algorithm, (2) Decision Tree algorithm and (3) Wrapper 
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algorithm [40], with characteristics shown in Table 1. Such approach has been 
used in previous studies as well. [41-46] 

 
Table 1. Characteristics of applied feature selectors 

Algorithm InfoGain Algorithm 
[41,42] 

Genetic Algorithm 
[43] 

Wrapper Algorithm 
[44-46] 

Group Filter method 
Stochastic general 
search method 

Wrapper method 

Ranking 
Features are ranked by 
a score. 

Inspired by procedures 
of natural evolution. 

Selects a set of features 
considering them as a 
search problem. 

Purpose 

Computes how much 
information with 
respect to the 
classification target 
the attribute gives. 

Operates on a 
population of 
individuals by selecting 
individuals according 
to their level of fitness 
in the domain. 

Actual classification 
algorithm that builds a 
model with a subset of 
the attributes and 
evaluates the 
performance of this 
model. 

2.2.2. Classification algorithms 

Following the practice of usage variety of machine learning techniques, 
for the development of predictive models in biomedicine [47-50] and for 
medical device management [51-57] this paper presents investigation of 
application of different machine learning algorithms for prediction of 
performance of defibrillators for the purpose of optimizing medical device 
management strategies in healthcare institutions.  

a) Decision Tree (DT) algorithm 
DT has a tree like structure, where leaves represent outputs and branches 

represents connection between those outputs and inputs that lead to them. A 
binary DT separates the data (parent node) into two new nodes (child nodes) 
using chosen split criterion that determines calculation of the best split features 
[58]. We applied C4.5 decision tree which uses Gain Ratio as splitting criterion, 
calculated as: 

 

 

 

[1] 

 
 

[2] 
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[4] 

 
[5] 
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where pi is the probability that some tuple in partition D belongs to the class Ci. 
Log function with the base 2 is used because the information is encoded in bits.  

Considering the ability of DT to work with the datasets that contain both 
categorical and numerical data types values and it is good in handling missing 
values [58], it is the suitable method to be applied in this research with the data 
of both data types. DT created for the classification is also pruned, with 
confidence factor 0.25.  

Pruning let trees be smaller, less complex and avoids overfitting (i.e., 
improves correct classification on the test data). Pruning also emphasizes the 
important features within the database, Figure 2. Pruning of the subtree is done 
by removing its branches and adding a leaf, maximizing a pruning index [58]. In 
Figure 2, rectangles (leaves) represent classes. Class marked with YES denotes 
predicted positive inspection outcome and NO denotes predicted negative 
inspection outcome. Ellipses represent attributes from the dataset, which serve 
as splitting features for which Gain Ratio is calculated.  

 
Figure 2. Decision tree model for defibrillator dataset 

 
b) Random Forest (RF) algorithm 

Random Forest (RF) is a classification method that combines multiple 
trees in a forest, so each tree depends of the value of the vector , randomly 
selected and distributed among all trees [59,60]. 

The basic idea of a random forest is to iteratively partition data into 
boxes using simple rules that minimize the error at each split (node). Each node 
is split using the best split among all variables, in standard trees. Instead of 
searching for the best feature while splitting a node, random forest searches for 
the best feature among a random subset of features. This process creates a wide 
diversity, which generally results in a better model [59,60]. 

In random forest algorithm, generalization error is given by [60]: 
 

 [6] 
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 [7] 
 
Parameter mg in equations 6 and 7 represent margin function which measures 
the difference between the average number of votes at random vectors and the 
average vote for any other output. It has only two parameters: the number of 
variables in the random subset and the number of trees.  

The forest consisted of 20 trees and 6 variables in the random subset, is 
shown in the Figure 3. Different values of trees and random variables were 
applied, considering the classification accuracy as the fitting function. Each tree 
yields classification performance within its subsets and using majority vote, the 
best performance among all trees is selected to be a representative 

 
Figure 3. The classification schema of Random Forest classifier  

 
c) k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) algorithm 

k  Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) is pattern-based classification method that 

The closeness of the sets is described by Euclidian distance, defined as [49]: 
 

 [8] 

 Role of factor k is to define the border in nearest neighbor area, greater 
the value is smoother will be the border between classes. Different values of k 
were applied to the dataset such as k = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 considering the 
accuracy as fitting function.  

Since the calculation of the distance between the test instances and 
training instances is computed, k-NN is computationally very intensive method, 
as no learning is involved. However, k-NN performs very well for datasets with 
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binary class problems. Therefore, k-NN is suitable for the dataset considered in 
this research, as there are no many instances and it is binary class problem.  

 
d)  Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

Large-margin separation and kernel functions are the two key concepts 
in classification with SVM [50]. Firstly, the SVM maps the inputs into a high-
dimensional feature space and searches for a separating hyperplane that 
maximizes the margin between two classes in this space, as shown in the Figure 
4. It uses dot product functions, called kernels, to find the optimal hyperplane in 
the feature space. The resulting solution of the optimal hyperplane can be 
represented as a combination of a few input points that are called support 
vectors [61]. 

 
Figure 4. Support vector classifiers: separable (left panel) and non-

separable (right panel) cases [61] 
 
Linear, quadratic, polynomial and radial basis (RBF) function represent 

the four basic kernels. Since the kernel function defines the feature space in 
which the training set examples will be classified, the selection of an 
appropriate kernel function is important [62]. 

In this research PUK k
  

from the literature were applied [63], however, the classification accuracy 
decreased. Linear and RBF kernels were also tested, but classification accuracy 
was significantly reduced. 

Before the RF algorithm was proposed, SVM was usually used as 
benchmark algorithm in research studies in various fields. Therefore, both of 
them are considered for the classification.  

 
e)   (NB) 

(NB) 
, the probability is 

calculated as [64,65]: 
 

 
[9] 

where: 
- P(h): is independent probability of h (hypothesis)  prior probability, 
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- P(D): is independent probability of D (data), 
- P(D|h): is conditional probability of D given h  likelihood, 
- P(h|D): is conditional probability of h given D  posterior probability. 

Using conditional independence assumption, it reduces complexity of 
Bayesian classifiers, which lowers number of parameters to be estimated when 
modeling P(D|h). It is very useful for large datasets since it does not have 
complicated iterative parameter estimation. Regardless of its simplicity it 
surpasses more sophisticated classifiers [64,65]. 

2.3 Performance Evaluation 

Performances of the proposed approaches were evaluated through 
several performance metrics: true positive (TP) rate, false positive (FP) rate, 
accuracy and precision. TP rate is the rate of correctly classified instances, 
whereas FP rate represents the classification error. Accuracy and precision can 
be calculated according to the formula [65]: 

 [10] 

 [11] 

 
where TN is a true negative rate which represents the number of correctly 
classified instances belonging to a group of negatively classified instances, 
whereas FN is a false negative rate which represents the classification error. 

3. Results and discussion 

Table 2 shows parameters for machine learning algorithms applied to 
dataset divided into groups and subset as explained in section 2.1. of this paper.  

 
Table 2. Machine learning algorithm parameters 

Algorithm Parameters  

Decision tree  
(DT) 

splitting criterion  Gain Ratio 
pruning  true 
confidence factor  0.25 

Random Forest  
(RF) 

random vectors  6 
trees  20 
voting  majority vote 

k-Nearest Neighbor  
(k-NN) algorithm 

k  5 
distance Euclidian 

Support Vector Machine  
algorithm 

 1 
 1 

kernel  Puk 

3.1 Results on the dataset with all features 

Table 3 presents performance overview of 5 different machine learning 
algorithms applied on dataset containing all features. As it can be seen from the 
Table 3, RF performed had the best predicition/classification accuracy. 
Moreover, RF was successful in detecting all defibrillators with positive 
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inspection outcome whereas it misclassified only one defibrillator with negative 
inspection. K-NN and SVM were the second-best performance where k-NN 
performed better than SVM in classification of defibrillator with positive 
inspection outcome and SVM was better in classification of medical devices 
with negative inspection outcome. The lowest classification accuracy was 
obtained using DT algorithm. However, it performed the best in detecting 
defibrillators with negative inspection outcome among all tested classifiers. 

 
Table 3. Results obtained on dataset with all features 

Classifier Accuracy 
True Positive  

(TP) 
False Positive  

(FP) 
Precision 

Pass Fail Average Pass Fail Average Pass Fail Average

DT  98.38 98 100 98.4 0 2 0.4 100 92.7 98.5

RF 99.60 100 98 99.6 2 0 1.6 99.5 1 99.6

k-NN 99.19 100 96.1 99.2 3.9 0 3.1 99 100 99.2

SVM 99.19 99.5 98 99.2 2 0.5 1.7 99.5 98 99.2

NB 98.79 100 94.1 98.8 5.9 0 4.7 98.5 100 98.8

3.2 Results on the dataset with features extracted by Info Gain 
algorithm 

When it comes to the feature selection performed with Info Gain, 26 out 
of 38 features were selected. Considering mentioned selection performance of 
the four classifiers namely DT, RF, k-NN and SVM did not change when 
compared to the case when all features were considered; the slight change 
occurred in detecting defibrillator with negative inspection outcome with NB. 
The results are summarized in Table 4. 

 
Table 4. Results obtained on dataset with Info Gain Applied 

Classifier Accuracy 
True Positive  

(TP) 
False Positive  

(FP) 
Precision 

Pass Fail Average Pass Fail Average Pass Fail Average
DT  98.38 98 100 98.4 0 2 0.4 100 92.7 98.5

RF 99.60 100 98 99.6 2 0 1.6 99.5 100 99.6

k-NN 99.19 100 96.1 99.2 3.9 0 3.1 99 100 99.2

SVM 99.19 99.5 98 99.2 2 0.5 1.7 99.5 98 99.2

NB 97.98 100 90.2 98 9.8 0 7.8 97.5 100 98

 
3.3. Results on the data set with features extracted by Genetic Algorithm  

Genetic algorithm with population size 20 selected 11 attributes with the 
highest impact on the classification result. Among those attributes were visual 
inspection attributes, performance error and measured values of safety and 
performance inspection.  
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As shown in Table 5, the best result was obtained using RF with the 
accuracy of 100%. DT and SVM gave the accuracy of 99.19 % where DT 
showed to be better than SVM in classification of defibrillators with positive 
inspection outcome and SVM was better in classification of defibrillator with 
negative inspection outcome. The lowest accuracy rate was achieved with NB 
with accuracy of 95.95%. NB was not comparable to other tested classifiers in 
classifying negative inspection outcome of defibrillators, achieving TP rate of 
80.4%.  
 

Table 5. Results obtained on dataset with Genetic Algorithm Applied 

Classifier Accuracy 
True Positive  

(TP) 
False Positive  

(FP) 
Precision 

Pass Fail Average Pass Fail Average Pass Fail Average 

DT  99.19 100 96.1 99.2 3.9 0 3.1 99 100 99.2

RF 100.0 100 100 100 0 0 0 100 100 100

k-NN 98.79 100 94.1 98.8 5.9 0 4.7 98.5 100 98.8

SVM 99.19 99.5 98 99.2 2 0.5 1.7 99.5 98 99.2

NB 95.95 100 80.4 96 9.6 0 15.6 95.1 100 96.1

 
3.4 Results on the data set with features extracted by Wrapper algorithm  

Wrapper feature selection method combined with k-NN and RF achieved 
the highest classification accuracy of 99.6%. It showed that measurement errors, 
measured values were dominant attributes for accurate prediction/classification. 
RF was better in classifying negative inspection outcome of defibrillator while 
k-NN was better in classifying positive inspection outcome of defibrillators as 
shown in Table 6. The lowest classification accuracy was achieved by DT. 

 
Table 6. Results obtained on dataset with Wrapper Applied 

Classifier Accuracy 
True Positive  

(TP) 
False Positive  

(FP) 
Precision 

Pass Fail Average Pass Fail Average Pass Fail Average

DT  98.38 98.5 98 98.4 2 1.5 1.9 99.5 94.3 98.4 

RF 99.6 99.5 100 99.6 0 0.5 0.1 100 98.1 99.6 

k-NN 99.6 100 98 99.6 2 0 1.6 99.5 100 99.6 

SVM 99.19 99.5 98 99.2 2 0.5 1.7 99.5 98 99.2 

NB 98.78 100 94.1 98.8 5.9 0 4.7 98.5 100 98.8 

 
Overall, comparative analysis of applied machine learning algorithms is 

summarized in Figure 5. From Figure 5, it can be seen that the results showed 
the advantage of the RF method over DT, k-NN, SVM and NB. Feature 
selection performed with Genetic Algorithm and Random Forest classification 
algorithm provided the best prediction/classification results for defibrillator 
performance. Moreover, RF showed to be the most appropriate classifier when 
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it comes to the classification of defibrillator safety and performance, achieving 
classification accuracy of 99.6% with Info Gain and Wrapper feature selection 
methods, and data set with all features included. Number of trees and random 
features did not affect the performance of the RF classifier.  
 

 
Figure 5. Comparison of accuracy rates for DT, RF, k-NN, SVM and NB 

 
The classification performance of SVM showed that it can also be an 

applicable method for prediction of defibrillator safety and performance 
inspection outcome. SVM misclassified only one instance from each group 
achieving classification accuracy of 99.19%. The results were consistent in all 
mentioned approaches. The number of support vectors did not affect the 
performance of the classifier. However, the best performance was achieved by 
using the Puk kernel in all approaches.  

DT achieved the highest classification accuracy of 99.19% with Genetic 
Algorithm feature selection method, misclassifying only two instances 
belonging to group of negative inspection outcome medical devices. The 
performance of DT decreased in other three approaches, where the classification 
accuracy was 98.38%. These results indicate that DT is also suitable for the 
defibrillator inspection outcome prediction. Even though the classification 
accuracy is the same for three approaches (all features, Info Gain and Wrapper), 
TP and FP rates differ. 

The optimal performance of k-NN was achieved with Wrapper feature 
selector of 99.6%, misclassifying only one instance of negative inspection 
outcome devices. Additionally, k-NN achieved good performance when Info 
Gain is applied, and all features are considered, with classification accuracy of 
99.19%. The lowest performance was achieved with Genetic Algorithm with 
classification accuracy of 98.79%. Different values of k were tested but the 
accuracy value reached the highest number in all four cases with 5 nearest 
neighbors.  

NB achieved the lowest performance results when compared to other 
four classifiers. However, it performed perfectly in classifying defibrillator with 
positive inspection outcome. NB with Genetic Algorithm misclassified 20% of 
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the instances which is a huge number when compared with the performance of 
other four classifiers. However, it can be applicable for the prediction of 
medical devices with positive inspection outcome. 

The characteristics of classifiers together with feature selection 
algorithms determine the performance of the classifier. However, the accuracy 
may depend on numerous different factors such as precision of measurements, 
subjectively examining physical appearance of the device, as well as the 
division of the data set into training and testing. 

It is noticed that this research topic has not been popular in the previous 
studies. Therefore, this a novel approach in prediction of medical device 
inspection outcome. Predictive analysis has been recognized as one of the three 
main areas in which healthcare will benefit from artificial intelligence. [66] The 
algorithms like proposed one can be developed to identify risk medical devices 
and order relevant preventive service actions for them. With a predictive 
maintenance and supervision mechanism for medical devices in healthcare the 
maintenance events may be scheduled in such a way as to avoid resource 
crunches, and maintenance events may skip connected parts. 

5 Conclusion 

 In this paper an automated system for defibrillator performance 
prediction was developed. Such systems can be used to detect hardware 
deviations which can potentially lead to inaccurate diagnosis and wrong 
treatments applied to patients.  

The study was based on 1221 defibrillator inspection that were carried 
out according to Legal metrology framework for medical devices implemented 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Prediction/Classification of defibrillator 
performance was evaluated using 5 different machine learning algorithms on 
dataset with different number of attributes. The results show that among all 
tested classifiers RF classifier yielded highest accuracy and proved its 
significant role in classification and prediction. The performance of RF showed 
that it can be an applicable in expressing the valuable knowledge to healthcare 
institutions and laboratories for inspection outcome and testing of medical 
devices. 
 This automated system when combined with database of real-time 
measurements of medical devices, acquired as a result of periodical safety and 
performance inspections can be powerful tool of post-market surveillance by 
National Notified Bodies as instructed by new EU Medical Device Regulation. 
Such system can optimize the costs of medical device maintenance in healthcare 
institutions.   

This study is based on limited number of defibrillators that are mostly 
used all over the world and that were available for inspection during the three-
year period. However, the variety of types of devices was sufficient to derive 

prediction of MD performance. 
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